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COMMUNICATIONS ALTERNATIVES FOR TRANSPARENT
DATA TRANSFER IN CIVIL WORKS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

1 INTRODUCTION

Background

Technological advancements in the microcomputer have had tremendous impact on
the way business is conducted, both in the private sector and the Government. Their
comparative low cost and ease of use compared with mainframe computers have made
micros the system of choice today.

Despite the microcomputer's capabilities, there are still some tasks for which
mainframes are better suited. However, mainframes require complex skills for interac-
tion and often are difficult to access due to the number of users logged in; these condi-
tions tend to lower the efficiency for which most automated tools are designed. A
popular solution to this dilemma is to create micro systems that mimic the mainframe
application. The parallel system collects the same data in the same format while taking
advantage of the microcomputer's speed, flexibility, and ease of access/use. Data are
then transferred electronically to the mainframe.

A drawback to this approach is that, while data can be transferred using several
different methods--most of which are classified as "distributive processing systems"--the
process is seldom user-friendly. These systems have problems in three areas: (1) main-
taining up-to-date personal computer (PC) programs, (2) actually transferring the data
properly, and (3) providing a communications system that the user can operate.

One way to avoid these problems is to use transparent communications programs.
These programs are responsible for completing the dialog necessary to transfer data from
tne microcomputer to the mainframe; the user only has to enter the commands to start
the process and then everything else is done automatically. "Transparent" thus refers to
the level of human involvement, in that the user need not know anything about how the
communication is achieved, making the procedure "invisible."

The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USACERL) has been
developing a family of integrated management tools to help U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers (USACE) Civil Works managers budget resources optimally. One of these systems--
the Automated Budget System (ABS)--is being implemented at many Civil Works District
offices. A similar system, ECONPACK, was developed using many of the same princi-
ples, and is available throughout the Army on the Programming, Administration, and
Execution (PAX) system.' ECONPACK supports economic analyses required for the
Military Construction, Army (MCA) and related programs. Both systems were originally
developed as mainframe applications and both now have PC versions requiring data
transfer to the mainframe. In addition, it is anticipated that future systems developed in

R. D. Neathammer and J. D. McLean, Economic Analysis: Description and Methods,

Technical Report P-89/08/ADA204264 (U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory, December 1988).
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this family will be configured in the same way. Thus, some type of transparent
communications program is needed to facilitate data transfer and enable Civil Works
users to gain maximum benefit from these computer tools.

Objective

The objective of this work is to develop transparent communications systems
capable of interfacing with mini-/microcomputers to transfer data to remotely located
mainframes.

Approach

The method used to develop transparent communications systems consisted of three
phases. Phase 1 involved gathering information on relevant communications topics to
provide a basis for system design decisions. Several topics require careful consideration
when a system is in the initial planning stages (see Chapter 2):

" Computing hardware

" Communications hardware

" Communications media

* Data/file type

" Communications standards

" Error checking protocols

" Communications problems

" Recovery mechanisms

* Prepacked programs/application-specific programs

" Data transfer, electronic update distribution (EUDS), or both.

Phase 2 was system design and phase 3 was the actual coding of the system. Chap-
ter 3 details the design and problems encountered during development of the transparent
c' mmunications systems.

Mode of Technology Transfer

The two transparent communications systems described in this report are being
used in the field--one to transfer data for the ABS and the other serving ECONPACK.
Civil Works District personnel have received training along with documentation from
USACERL on use of the ABS software. ECONPACK has been turned over to the USACE
Huntsville Division for maintenance and the system is currently in use at all installations
required to submit economic analyses. Huntsville Division conducts an annual PROS-
PECT course on use of ECONPACK, including the transparent communications soft-
ware. For both systems, user groups have been established to facilitate transfer to the
field.
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2 ISSUES CONSIDERED IN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

As noted in Chapter 1, distributive processing systems have problems in keeping PC
programs current and transferring data without complex interactions. These drawbacks
have considerable impact on the system's success.

Maintaining up-to-date snftware is essential to the smooth operation of distributive
systems. Upward reporting of data requires that all calculations be done using the same
tables and formulas that would be used if the data were entered directly into the main-
frame. This task could be accomplished by mailing updates on diskette; however, given
the huge number of PCs involved worldwide and the frequency with which updates are
necessary, this approach would be unrealistic in terms of both cost and manpower re-
quired. Electronic communications systems are generally accepted as being the most
reliable and cost-effective method of updating software.

Manual transfer of files from microcomputers to mainframes often requires in-
depth knowledge of programming. For the typical user, an instruction such as "Shuffle
bits and bytes over asynchronous corn lines at a rate of 1200 baud using X.25 (error
checking protocol)" makes little or no sense. The complexity of this transaction is be-
yond the skills of most persons for whom the system was designed to use on a daily basis.

To be a usefujl transfer medium, the transparent communications system must
overcome these drawbacks. Ideally, updating and data transfer would be automatic,
requiring very little user intervention and no special understanding of the process. To
design systems meeting these conditions, it was first necessary to consider several issues
that would have an impact. This chapter describes these issues.

Computing Hardware

There are numerous issues to consider in selecting the computing hardware for a
distributive processing system since the type of hardware will have major impact on the
svctem. Each possibility and combination must be considered and tested. Hardware
generally consists of cenLrai processing uait, (CPTJs), operating systems, communications
equipment, storage media, communications media, input devices, and output devices.
For communications system development, only CPUs, operating systems, communications
equipment, and communications media must be considered.

CPUs

CPUs are available in three classes: mainframe, minicomputer, and microcompu-
ter. A distributive processing system will often use more than one of these hardware
platforms. Data entry, word processing, and recordkeeping may all be done at the mic-
rocomputer level, whereas data analysis and report generation are accomplished at the
mainframe level. Each class of CPU has a unique command set and procedures to com-
plete identical tasks.

Mainframes. Mainframe CPUs often are grouped into a single category, but they
are far from being the same. Access to software and hardware peripherals such as disk
drives, communications ports, and printers varies among machines. This variability is a
function of the mainframe operating system that controls all computer operations. The
relevance of the operating system lies in the ability of the PC or mini to speak its lan-
guage. All communication, whether spoken, written, or electronic, is dependent on both
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parties' speaking a common language. Without a common reference, neither party will be
able to distinguish the mpaning of the other's statements.

To develop a transparent communications system, the system designer must first
determine what mainframe(s) the system will be expected to access. The more host
mainframes that will be involved, the more complex the system will be. From a devel-
opmental perspective, there are three possible scenarios:

" One mainframe accessed by all users (Figure 1)

" Multiple types of mainframes accessed by all users (Figure 2)

" Multiple mainframes of the same type, each with its own user set (Figure 3).

The single mainframe system is the simplest in terms of development. Since all
users are accessing the same machine, the dialog between mainframe and PC will be
identical in all cases. The scenario with multiple types of mainframes and multiple users
raises the problem of syntax differences between operating systems. The final scenario
is very similar to a single mainframe system. At first glance, both systems appear to be
the same. However, the third configuration (multiple mainframes of one type, each
accessed by its own user set) raises some very unique, often frustrating problems.

Mainframe systems cannot be considered constai;t since they are often customized
to fit the user group's needs. An example would be working with the Harris 500s at 40

different Civil Works sites. Variable options may be configured differently, the version
of the operating system may vary between sites, and special commands may or may not
be available. In short, mainframes can be as variable as PCs and this variability can
create problems.

Minicomputers. Unix-based minicomputers include those such as Sperry and Sun;
non-Unix systems include those in the DEC VAX series. At one time, the distinction
between minicomputers and mainframes was well defined. Mainframe systems had
multiple processors available to do many tasks simultaneously. In contrast, the mini-
computer had only a single processor to do one task at a time. Today mainframes and
minicomputers are so similar that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between them.

For the communications system developer, the mainframe and the minicomputer
presen. the zame sets of problems. In the scenarios described above, a minicomputer
might be used in place, of a mainframe, provided the developer adapts it to the new
syntax.

Microccmutcrs. The microcomputer is the most variable of all CPUs. PCs are
made by many companies, with each machine having its own way of proceajaiq informa-
tion. A few examples are Commodore, Radio Shack, Apple, IBM, Compaq, Zenith, Tosh-
iba. AT&T, and Wang. Among the business computers, most are compatible with the
industry standard, IBM. Because of patent restrictions, manufacturers use different
chips and designs to reach the same compatible end. As long as the CPU is truly IBM-
compatible, this area of hardware is of no concern to the transparent communications
system.
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Figure 1. One mainframe accessed by all users.
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Figure 2. Multiple types of mainframes accessed by all users.
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Figure 3. Mainframes of the same type, each with its own user set.
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For communications, the most vital portion of the microcomputer CPU architec-
ture is the chip known as the Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART). The
UART chip is responsible for managing both data input from and output to a communica-
tions port. This function relieves the programmer from the tedious task of assembling
and disassembling bits.

The UART chip function is based on a transmit data clock. To output a byte, the
individual bits are written to a hardware "latch," which then drives the interface to some
outside device such as an RS-232 cable. Basically, the latch consists of a transmitter
holding register, shift register, and transmit data clock. The byte is written into the
holding register. It is then passed into the shift register. Data are formatted into a
Serial Data Unit (Figure 4) for transmission and, finally, the byte is shifted, one bit at a
time, out the port on the negative transition of the clock. Formatting involves adding
the bits for start, parity, and stop. Receiving a byte essentially involves reading success-
ive bits from a similar latch, stripping off the start, parity, and stop bits, and assembling
the remaining data bits into bytes.

Start Data Bits Parity Stop Bits

Bit Bit (0 or 2)

Figure 4. Serial Data Unit.

Tiiie start and stop bits are used to establish the delicate timing relationship be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver. The parity bit is used as a binary check value
for error detection. There are five types of parity: even, odd, mark, space, and none.
The UART calculates the parity bit based on the values of the received data bits. It then
compares this calculated value with the received value. If the values do not match, an
error bit is set for use by the communications program.

Many types of UART chips have been designed to accomplish these tasks. Although
most of these chips are compatible with each other, there is always a potential for
unusual discrepancies between them. Compensation can be made for these differences as
they are detected. With the advent of IBM's new line of microcomputers, the PS/2s,
there may be other unforeseen problems to overcome. The PS/2 models 50, 60, and 80
use a new, improved UART chip (16550). This new chip allows for baud rates of up to
19,200. The chip used in the XT and AT (16450) units only allowed for rates up to 9600.

The operating system for the IBM style microcomputer, MS-DOS, has undergone
rapid changes over a very short time. Enhancements and improvements have given the
developer access to many new features. In addition, the OS/2 version will provide even
more capabilities to the communications programmer. However, since not all users in
the field will have the most state-of-the-art equipment, the communications system
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must specify a minimum DOS version as well as be upwardly compatible to higher DOS
versions.

A few manufacturers do not provide IBM-compatible equipment, such as Apple.
For example, the Apple Macintosh does not attempt to meet IBM standards, but has a
standard user interface common to all Mac programs. IBM has no such standard. A
communications developer could conceivably be required to create and support code on
both styles of machine. To avoid developing two completely separate sets of coae, a
Mac-like user interface for the IBM could be created using a highly portable language
such as C. The developer would create two libraries containing identical routines--one
for the Mac and one for the IBM--to perform nonportable operations such as video hand-
ling. The final product would be a single communications program.

Communications Hardware

The hardware that connects computers and allows Lhem to ccmmunicate varies
greatly. One of the reasons for this variation is that different types of communications
media usually require different hardware. For example, a modem that allows a PC to
communicate over telephone lines cannot be used to reach Ethernet. Another reason
communications hardware varies so much is that it is often machine-dependent. For
example, hardware that allows a PC to communicate over Ethernet generally cannot be
used in a mini- or mainframe computer.

Modems

A modem is a device that translates computer data and makes it "voice-like" so
that it can be transmitted over a telephcne line. Some modems have an autodial capabil-
ity, which allows the computer to dial a numbei and connect to another computer with-
out human involvement. Modems without this capabiiity m ke the goals of transparent
communications more distant because someone must dial the telephone manually and
make a connection.

One of the largest PC modem manufacturers, Hayes, has created a defacto modem
"language" called the Attention (AT) Command Set. The PC uses this language to com-
mand the modem to, among other things, dial a new number or hang up. Modem manu-
facturers often claim "Hayes compatibility" for their modems, implying that their prod-
ucts understand most of the commands that a Hayes modem would. However, some of
the omitted commands are crucial and can only be obtained (if at all) by writing special
code tailored for each non-Hayes modem.

Networks

The concept of connecting computers into networks so that they can share data is
very powerful and is becoming increasingly popular. Some networks are small, connect-
ing several computers in the same room, whereas others span continents and connect
thousands of computers. Networks can be server-based, in which the network itself
offers file, print, and other services, or nonserver-based, in which it acts as a pass-
through to another computer system. Configuring computers so that they will exchange
data reliably can be a major task involving myriad communications issues such as param-
eters, protocols, and media. Networks often simplify this task. Networked computers
can already communicate and many communications problems have already been tack-
led. The two types of networking considered for this study are worldwide and PC-based.
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Worldwide Networks. Employing worldwide networks such as Tymnet and Telenet
helps simplify transparent communications system development because the procedure
for using the network remains constant, regardless of location. This consistency means
that the code which logs in the user and communicates with the network can be used with
little or no modification anywhere, decreasing development time.

Worldwide and PC-based networks offer similar services, but the way in which they
are provided can differ greatly. For example, worldwide networks offer file storage
services on the connected mainframes or minis, whereas these services are usually ser-
ver-based in PC-based networks. Writing software that knows the type of network and
services, and how to access those services can be quite difficult.

PC-Based Networks. PC-based local area networks (LANs) such as Banyan and
3Com are becoming increasingly popular. These networks offer both advantages and
drawbacks with regard to transparent communications. For example, if data needs to be
downloaded from a rnainframe to all the PCs on a network, an advantage is that only one
machine need actually receive the data from the mainframe. This machine can then
share that information with othc- PCs via the network, greatly speeding data exchange.
This same feature has a disadvantage, however, because machines wanting to access data
on the network must somehow be informed of its location. Furthermore, special code
needs to be written to do this network sharing--often for each different type of network.

Downloading and uploading data also introduce problems. The program trying to
transfer data Lnust know the data location or destination; a common solution is to ask the
user. However, in a PC-based network environment, this solution may not always work.
Users may not know if their data is being stored locally on their PCs or on the network.
Or, if their data is on the network, they do not always know where it is or how to get to
it. in addition, the system must be able to link the storage area. For different networks,
this capability requires different command and error trapping sequences.

Since networks allow peripherals to be shared, it might be desirable for PCs want-
ing to send or receive data to use a common, shared modem. Although this practice
makes efficient use of communications hardware, it introduces many new software-
related difficulties. Software that communicates with a modem over Ethernet is more
complex, more difficult to maintain, and must handle a much greater number of possible
errors than software that communicates with a modem directly connected to a PC.

A further complication when sending data over a network is that network software
sometimes intercepts special control characters, which can crash the system, throwing it
into an infinite loop. Xon and Xoff are common examples of these special characters.
The actual binary character definition may vary among machines; however, Xon and Xoff
are commonly defined as hexadecimal 11 (control Q) and 13 (control S). The main diffi-
culty in detecting this problem lies in the fact that most text files are written in Ameri-
can Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), which does not contain such
characters. Everything seems to work fine until a binary file containing control charac-
ters is sent and the PC crashes--seemingly at random--because the characters are not
recognized. See Data File Transfer below for a more detailed explanation of this prob-
lem.

Hardwired Options

Hardwiring a PC to a mainframe can both simplify and complicate transparent
communications. For a hardwired PC, connection to the mainframe is always possible;
no special procedures or routing commands are needed. This configuration is used most
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often when the desired mainframe is at the same physical location as the PC. However,
in a distributive system with many users dispersed over a large area, it is impractical to
require that all users be hardwired to the mainframe. A worldwide network can serve
these users' needs much better.

It is possible to be hardwired directly to the network if a network gateway is
available onsite. Transparent communications software must be able to differentiate
between connection protocols, sending connection commands only when the system is not
hardwired. One way to achieve this recognition is to run a "setup" program when the
software is first installed. It would ask the user what type of connection exists and then
save that information for future use. Another solution would be to have the software
automatically determine what type of connection exists.

Communications Media

RS-232-C Interface

For two devices to communicate, there must be a standard interface between
them. An example interface is the Recommended Standard 232-C (RS-232-C), a device
or cable using a 25-pin connector, with each pin representing one of 25 standard config-
urations.

An RS-232-C interface permits serial data flow. Therefore, data characters must
be converted to a serial bit stream and then framed by control codes. Since the data and
control codes follow specific rules, there must be a method on either end of the data
path to encode/decode data coming through the line. The most common example of an
RS-232-C connection has two hosts, each connected to a modem. Communication is
accomplished through a telephone line bridging the two modems (Figure 5). The software
on the hosts opens the pathway to each host communication port and controls the amount
of information sent to the modem at once. The RS-232-C interface supports speeds up to
20K bits per second (bps).

00E:) RS-232-C Phone Line

ICro Mod''e''m Modem Host

Figure 5. Modem connection.
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Terminator Terminator

PC-Server Micro Micro

Figure 6. Linear bus.

Ethernet

Ethernet is a network protocol primarily run on "thick" or "thin" coaxial cable. The
topology of the cable is a linear bus with PCs arranged along a single length of cable that
can be extended at either end (Figure 6). Since coaxial cable is a shielded medium, it is
largely immune to noise and can carry data at higher rates over longer distances than can
twisted-pair cables. Connection to the LAN is via (1) a network interface card (NIC),
which is inserted into each PC, and (2) coaxial cable.

With Ethernet, all transmissions are broadcast over the network. The most com-
mon Ethernet access method is Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). In a CSMA
network, all stations have the ability to see activity on the network. When a PC is ready
to transmit, it "listens" on the main channel. If the NIC senses activity on the channel, it
waits a random length of time and retransmits. If transmitted packets collide on the
cable, the NIC detects it and, again, waits a random time period before retransmission.

Token Ring Network

Token ring is a data-signaling scheme in which a special data packet (called a
"token") is passed from one station to another along an electrical ring. Token ring net-
works are primarily run on twisted-pair cable. They use a deterministic token-passing
system in which stations distribute the right to transmit on a channel by passing the
token. A station that wishes to transmit waits until it receives a token from the previous
station and attaches data information to the token. The receiving station strips the
token of its data and passes onto the next station.
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Data/File Transfer

Binary/ASCHI Transfer

ASCII (or text) files use standard 7-bit character codes and contain a minimum of
control codes. Control codes are essentially formatting functions that are machine-
readable. They perform actions such as carriage return, end-of-file marker, beep, and
form feed. The standard 7-bit ASCII codes include the alphabet (A through Z in upper
and lower case), assorted punctuation marks, the digits 0 through 9, and a few control
codes. Thus, an ASCII text file is human-readable as opposed to machine-readable.

In addition, IBM has developed 8-bit ASCII codes that include a set of 128 codes
available for manufacturers to use as they wish. These 8-bit ASCII codes have become
somewhat of a standard in the PC world. They include the same characters as are repre-
sented in 7-bit ASCII plus many graphics characters and some additional control codes.
It is this "extended" character set (especially the control codes) that sorcrt.mes causes
problems in data transfer.

Binary files often use the special 8-bit ASCII characters. In addition, most word
processing programs attach control codes to the written text, making it necessary to
treat the files as binary during transfer. (However, most word processors also allow
reading and writing of ASCII text files. Unless both sender and receiver are using the
same word processor, it is advisable to transmit documents as ASCII files.)

Some binary bit patterns duplicate a control-Z, which is the ASCII end-of-file
marker. This marker is used in most communications programs to identify the comple-
tion of a file transfer. If this control code happens to be embedded in a binary file, it
can cause the output file to close before the transfer has finished. Fortunately, not all
communication applications use a control-Z. Some software packages transfer files by
blocks of bits, or convert the file to a different format (such as a hexadecimal ASCII
equivalent) before the transfer and then convert back to the original format after trans-
fer. Alternative transfer protocols also solve this problem. The type and amount of data
to be transferred must be considered when selecting a transfer protocol.

Data Transfer Rates

The data transfer rate is the speed of a transmission. This rate is either fixed or
set by the transmitting device. By changing the hardware switches or the software
controls, the transmission speed can be altered easily, within the limitations of the
hardware or software. The data transfer rate is measured in bits per second and is
usually referred to as baud rate, although the two terms do not have exactly the same
meaning.

Bits per second is a measure of the data signaling rate (the average number of bps
transferred from the source to the destination). Similarly, baud rate measures the modu-
lation rate (i.e., the systematic change in frequency of a signal to encode and release
information). For communications at 600 bps or less, the baud rate will equal the bits
per second. However, higher speed transmission devices can sort bits into groups of 2, 3,
or 4 bits and then each group is associated with a unique signal value and transmitted.
For example, if data bits are divided into groups of 4 bits, a baud rate of 2400 can sup-
port 9600 bps, saving transmission time. In this case, the baud rate does not equal the
bits per second.
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The approximate time required to transfer a file can be calculated easily by Equa-
tion 1, given the baud rate and file size (in bytes). Keep in mind that this value is ap-
proximate; any retransmissions or collisions will increase the total time required to
transfer the file.

Time (min) = [[File Size (bytes) x 8 (bits/byte)l/Baud Rate (bps)J/60 (sec) [Eq 11

Packing Files

A method of increasing the data transfer rate is to "pack" data files for transmis-
sion using an archiving/packing program such as PKARC. With PKARC, an archive can
contain any number of files, all of which have been compressed or packed in some way.
This process results in a 30 to 50 percent reduction in disk storage space and also reduces
the file transmission time. Files can be easily "unpacked" using the companion program
PKXARC. The recipient of the packed file must be able to unpack the file so that it can
be used (in this case, a copy of the PKXARC program must be available).

Transmission Modes

Transmission modes are another important part of data communications. There are
three modes of transmission: simplex, half-duplex (HDX), and full-duplex (FDX). The
simplex mode is a unidirectional transmission. This mode allows data to be only trans-
mitted or only received, but not both. Simplex transmission cannot switch directions
(Figure 7). An example of simplex mode transmission is commercial (AM/FM) radio.

HDX mode is bidirec'ional, allowing transmission in either direction, but not simul-
taneously. Directions can be alternated to provide two-way data flow (Figure 8).
Examples of devices using HDX mode are an intercom, speaker phone, and citizen's band
(CB) radio.

FDX mode allows data transmission between devices in both directions at once; it
requires at least two data channels or wires (Figure 9). A telephone is an example of
FDX transmission.

Each byte (or character) of information transmitted or received is "framed" or
surrounded by a start bit, a parity bit, and a stop bit. The parity bit follows each byte as
part of an error detection technique called "parity checking." When an error occurs, the
byte in question is retransmitted. The stop and start bits are used to indicate the begin-
ning and end of a single character or byte.

Asynchronous/Synchronous Communications

This report has so far dealt with asynchronous data communications. Asynchronous
(also called start-stop) refers to protocols that synchronize each byte transmitted by
using stop and start bits. It is the software protocol that determines the method of data
flow.

Synchronous communications are more complex and are usually reserved for main-
frame computers. Synchronous communications involve larger "chunks" of data moving
at higher speeds usually through a direct (hardwired) connection. Only recently have PCs
become capable (through software) of synchronous communications.
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Both synchronous and asynchronous communications fall under the larger category
of serial communications. Data is transmitted and received serially, or in sequence, I bit
(8 bits/byte) at a time. Serial communications are possible over long distances, but at
relatively slow speeds.

Parallel communications involve transmission of an entire byte of information at
once. It can take place at high speeds, but over very short distances (typically just a few
feet).

Communications Standards

Network integrators face an increasingly complex task in making dissimilar mach-
ines communicate over a network. This task is important because many organizations
have met their computing needs by buying systems from several different vendors.
Vendors sometimes offer proprietary solutions for connecting machines, but these proto-
cols are frequently incompatible. The result is usually that groups of computers can
communicate smoothly, but there is no network-wide communication.

The International Standards Organization (ISO), a worldwide standardization
agency, began working on a network communications standard in 1977. This standard,
the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, is an important step toward eliminating
interconnection problems. It provides a mechanism to standardize the set of protocols
used in network communications. A protocol is a formal set of riles governing the
format, timing, sequencing, and error control of transferred data. Fitting current net-
work protocols onto the OSI model is an excellent way to put these protocols in perspec-
tive, promoting both understanding ttnd comparison.

Many different organizations support the ISO model, including the American Na-
tional Standards Institute (ANSI) and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). NBS has
written a specification called the Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile
(GOSIP) which requires vendors to offer OSI-compatible systems when bidding for compu-
ter contracts. In addition, there are already many products available, including General
Motors' Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) and Boeing's Technical and Office
Protocol (TOP).

The OSI Model

The OSI model is a standard, not a protocol. While a protocol defines strict rules
that allow communication, the OSI model divides networking into seven logical "layers."
The lower layers serve the upper layers, and each layer can communicate only with the
layer directly above or below it.

The seven layers of the OSI model (from higher to lower) are (Figure 10):

7. Application. Provides the user with application services such as file transfer,
electronic mail, and terminal emulation.

6. Presentation. Presents data to the application layer. Performs format and
syntax conversions such as data compression and encryption.

5. Session. Performs services such as validating user identity and authority, trans-
lating names and addresses, and establishing or terminating connections.
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4. Transport. Supervises end-to-end transmission of data. Performs error detec-
tion/recovery, flow control, and disassembly/reassembly of session layer messages.

3. Network. Controls the routing and relaying of data as it travels through differ-
ent networks. Can disassemble and reassemble transport layer messages.

2. Data Link. Formats data into "frames" and transmits it across LAN media.
Does transmission error detection and correction. Defines the protocol used to transmit
and receive data over the physical media.

1. Phvsical. Defines the physical means by which data traverses the media, such
as cable and connector types, voltage and current levels, and signal modulation tech-
niques.

Ethernet and Token Ring

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) began working on a
networking standard in 1980. Two of the protocols it has established, Ethernet (802.3)
and Token Ring (802.5), have become quite popular. Many network vendors offer a wide
variety of Ethernet and Token Ring products.

Ethernet and Token Ring are low-level protocols, meaning that they deal with the
lower (hardware) levels of the OSI model--specifically, the lowest two layers. They
define a solid hardware foundation on which vendors can build when designing network
products.

IBM's System Network Architecture

IBM has been developing its own network standard, the System Network Architec-
ture (SNA), which was introduced in 1974. Because IBM has implemented SNA on many
of its mainframes, other vendors have offered products to communicate with them.
Consequently, SNA has become an industry standard even though some dislike its proprie-
tary nature.

Although SNA has evolved significantly, its structure is still influenced by its
mainframe origins. Thus, the networking layers that SNA defines differ significantly
from those of the OSI model and are not interchangeable. However, it is important to
note that while SNA groups protocols and services differently than OS, it has the poten-
tial to cover the same full range of networking capabilities.

Error-Checking Protocols

A long-distance telephone connection may sound unchanging to your ear; however,
its electrical characteristics vary constantly. Many conditions can affect the quality of
telephone connections, from a wire swaying in the wind to the way in which calls are
r-routed automatically through several switches when direct circuits are full.

When "noise" is introduced into a telephone line through any of these events, com-
puter communications may begin to deteriorate when modems are used. Modems have
two challenges: first, to not interpret such changes as data, and second, to maintain the
quality of the line at a high enough standard to support its use for high-speed transmis-
sion.
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Higher speed modems often have built-in active equalizers that compensate for
changes in the line. Some also have a fallback option: when a connection becomes too
poor to support a high data rate, the modem automatically falls back to a lower rate that
is less sensitive to line vagaries. However, modem hardware alone is not sufficient to
ensure error-free data transmission.

Error-checking protocols are schemes designed to ensure error-free data transmis-
sion. Most error-checking protocols detect discrepancies in set-length groups of charac-
ters, called "blocks," which are transmitted through digital systems. Each block consists
of a predetermined number of bytes. For error checking (or error detection), the bytes
are summed and a value representing the sum is transmitted along with the block of data.

In the computer on the receiving end, the bytes in the block are again summed and
compared with the transmitted sum; any difference reflects an error. If a potential error
is noted, the recipient's computer will transmit a message to the transmitting computer
requesting that the data be retransmitted.

Many different error-checking protocols are used, such as Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), Xmodem, Kermit, Microcom Network Protocol
(MNP), and X.25. The simplest, most commonly used protocol in PC communications is
Xmodem. MNP and Kermit are also popular. The Ymodem protocol is an extension of
Xmodem, and X.PC is a newer protocol that was developed for use with packet-switched
public data networks (PDN).

In general, the more rigorously a protocol protects against errors, the more slowly
it works. Both ends of a communications channel must be equipped to handle the same
error-checking protocol (or lack of one) for successful communications to be established.

TCP/IP. In the early 1970s the Department of Defense Advanced Research Pro-
jects Agency developed TCP/IP. It is currently popular as a proven nonproprietary
standard supported by many vendors.

TCP/IP fits quite well into the OSI model and provides a good working example of
the benefits gained by doing this. The TCP corresponds to the Transport (fourth) layer of
the ISO model, and the IP to the Network (third) layer. In practice, TCP's job is to
accept data from the application, divide it into blocks that IP can handle, then add
control information so that everything can be reassembled at the other end. It then
passes these blocks, along with a destination, on to IP. IP's sole task is to send the block
of data to its destination. Because TCP and IP are separate and independent layers, one
can be modified or improved without affecting the other. Furthermore, creating network
applications is easier because of TCP's consistent networking services.

TCP/IP defines several protocols for the Application (seventh) layer, including
terminal emulation, file transfer, and electronic mail. Although TCP/IP does not cover
layers one, two, five, and six of the OS model, the layers that it does cover make it a
truly powerful standard. Moreover, the fact that TCP/IP matches the OSI model, but
does not cover all its layers, can sometimes be a plus. For example, it can simplify the
implementation of TCP/IP on existing protocols that cover only the Physical and Link
layers, such as Ethernet and Token Ring.

X.25. The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT), in collaboration with the ISO, has created a protocol called X.25. It covers the
following layers of the OS! model: Data Link and Network. X.25 is a connection-
oriented protocol. It establishes a connection between machines, then sends the data
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sequentially over that connection. In contrast, TCP/IP is a connectionless protocol. The
data it sends can travel many different paths and does not have to arrive in the order it
was sent.

Connection vs. connectionless differences may introduce problems for system
integrators. For example, as X.25 becomes more popular, some users might need to
implement TCP over the X.25 protocol instead of the [P. The TCP normally works with
the IP, which means it must ensure that data is reassembled in the correct order. How-
ever, since X.25 is a connection-oriented protocol, it already delivers data in the correct
order. The resulting redundancy is only one of the many problems facing ISO as it strives
to create a worldwide networking standard.

Xmodem. This protocol provides excellent file transfer and error detection for
communications on high-quality lines. Xmodem forms data into 128-byte packets and
inserts a single "checksum" error detection byte that is the sum of all ASCII values in the
data block (packet). As a result of this simple design, Xmodem has efficient data trans-
fer and very low overhead (in terms of time spent transferring data). However, this
design also means its use can be very limited.

Xmodem's design requires that it ooerate at relatively slow transfer speeds (2400
bps or less) and on high-quality lines. In environments where many errors in transmission
are occurring, Xmodem begins to slow considerably; also, its error-checking procedures
are not infallible. For example, as a result of its single checksum error detection rou-
tine, it is possible for multiple bit changes to result in an undetected transmission error.
Also, Xmodem uses a single character to acknowledge the status of a block transfer.
Line noise can damage this character and, consequently, cause unnecessary retransmis-
sions or abort the transmission altogether.

Another major limitation of Xnodem is its stringent communications parameter
requirement of 8 data bits. Many PDNs and large computer systems operate with only 7
data bits; as a result, Xmodem cannot be used in conjunction with these networks or
systems.

Xmodem is inherently an HDX protocol. Since packet numbers cannot be included
with the data block, the sending computer must wait for an acknowledgment or negative-
acknowledgment (ACK/NAK) from the receiver before sending the next block. Thus,
Xmodem has limited use with packet-switched PDNs. Packet-switched networks such as
Tymnet involve considerable overhead in terms of time needed for packet formation and
submission to the network--often as much 9s 2 or 3 seconds per packet.

In the HDX mode of operation, a block of data is passed from the sender to the
PDN, formed into packets suitable for transmission on the PDN, and then passed to an
exit station on the PDN, reformed to the original block and passed on to the recipient.
The recipient will then return an acknowledgment character through a similar path.
Without some mechanism for sending additional blocks of data prior to receiving an
acknowledgment from thp recipient, the additional overhead of the PDN packet forma-
tion is added to every block of data transmitted and communications rates slow to a
crawl. This delay can reduce transmission speeds as much as three or four times below
the rated throughput of the data communication equipment involved.

Ymodem. Ymodem was developed after Xmodem and improves on several of
Xmodem's shortcomings. First, Ymodem is capable of faster, more efficient transfer
because it uses 1024-byte data blocks (it will automatically reduce to 128 bytes if line
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quality is bad). Rather than the single-character abort signal used in Xmodem, a two-
character code is used to stop transmissions in Ymodem. Thus, inadvertent aborts occur
less frequently. Finally, Ymodem transmits file information at the beginning of each file
transfer, allowing this information to be maintained and batch file transfers to be per-
formed (not possible with Xmodem).

Two of the Xmodem limitations are still present in Ymodem: (1) it operates il an
8-bit world and (2) it is incapable of FDX operation.

Kermit. This protocol was established specifically for communication between
dissimilar machines over high-speed lines and long distances. Kermit supports three
types of error checking: 6-bit checksum, as used in Xmodem, 12-bit checksum, and
CRC-16. Depending on line conditions and data requirements, Kermit users can select
the type of error detection required. In the case of CRC-16, error-free transmission is
possible. Kermit, capable of using both 7- and 8-bit data ports, can move groups of
files. It includes packet information with each data block and can therefore send a
stream of data blocks through a PDN with a reasonable turnaround time.

Kermit's enhanced capabilities bring some additional transmission overhead. In
fact, for most PC-to-PC communications on good lines at speeds of 2400 bps or less,
Kermit transmission will be considerably slower than a similar Xmodem transfer--per-
haps as much as 40 percent slower. However, if you are transmitting vital financial data
or a critical binary file, the added reliability of Kermit's error-checking success may be
worth the additional overhead.

MNP and X.PC. The final two protocols discussed here are MNP and X.PC. Both
protocols provide features very similar to Kermit with some slight improvements. Both
can be implemented in hardware or software; however, their major difference lies in
where they are implementc J best. MNP is better suited for hardware/firmware imple-
mentations and X.PC is more adaptable to software implementation.

MNP provides some throughput gain (about 10 percent) by simulating a synchronous
data stream. When modems at both ends of a communications link support MNP, the
protocol strips off the start and stop bytes associated with each data byte and forms
packets of continuous data that are terminated with a CRC error detection block.

The X.PC protocol has the advantage of being designed for use in conjunction with
PDNs. X.PC converts all transmitted data into packets that include destination ad-
dresses and CRC error detection information. The inclusion of addresses in the data
packets allows multiple communications sessions (up to 15 separate sessions).

Potential Communications Problems Beyond Program Control

Procedures developed for communications between microcomputer systems and
mainframes typically are designed to provide specific responses in a predictable envir-
onment. Specifications for programs of this type require that the programmer evaluate
the communication responses that may occur and provide programmed responses for the
various circumstances that will be encountered during sessions. For example, if the task
involves collecting information of a specific type from a mainframe data base, the pro-
grammer must provide alternative program sequences for times when the data base is in
use by another person or program, procedures to nandle transfers that exceed the capa-
city of the local microcomputer disk space, and procedures to report the occurrence of a
"null" set of data when no cases are found on the remote system. The programmer must
predict these outcomes and design the system to handle them without user intervention.
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Unfortunately for the programmer, several circumstances are not predictable when
creating an application-specific communication system. This section discusses unpredic-
table factors and provides suggestions for solving the related problems. In most cases,
solutions for unpredictable problems require some type of recovery sequence. The re-
sults of completely unpredictable events require that the program sequence be stepped
back aild restarted at a convenient point instead of merely branching to a different
sequence of input and output steps. Unpredictable problems include poor quality com-
munication lines, power failures, and failures on the mainframe system.

Line Noise

Communication between two computers often is carried over telephone lines that
are leased from a commercial carrier. These lines may be acceptable for voice commun-
ication, but not for data transfer. Line noise includes baokground pops and clicks classi-
fied as static. At many sites, static will occur on telephone lines during rainy weather or
other wet conditions. Old telephone equipment may cause noise on lines because the
switching systems are less precise than the digital switching systems now being in-
stalled. For voice communication, users can overcome a problem by restarting the
conversation on a new line or just talking louder. Digital computers are not as adaptable
and may require that the call be abandoned until the system is repaired.

In addition to transmission problems, it is also possible for data content to be
modified as a result of line noise. Thus, data may differ between the sending and receiv-
ing computers because character transformations have occurred due to line variations.

A similar effect can occur when a telephone is equipped with a call-waiting notifi-
cation system that sounds a mechanical click on the line when another call is placed to
the number. These clicks are hardly noticeable during a voice session, but a mainframe
system will presume that the line has been dropped by the remote system and hang up the
telephone. Similarly, background clicks may cause the system at the other end to drop
the telephone line at a random time in the program sequence.

When these conditions cause disconnection of a telephone line, the microcomputer
system will be in an unknown state. As a result, if the continuing operation of the mic-
rocomputer system depends on a triggering character or sequence from the mainframe
system, the program will potentially stop operating until the user intervenes.

Line loss also can occur at many points in the communication process. Typically, a
local call in a community passes from the user's telephone or modem through a line to a

central switching office. The signal is switched to another line and transferred back to
the recipient's hardware. This process occurs on most systems even whe,. the two in-
struments (modems or telephones) are located in the same room. In larger cities or when
a call is long-distance, the number of switches and relays increases. Failure at any point
in the process will result in line loss.

Power Outages

Power failure at either end of the communicating system results in the loss of
communication lines. In addition, it usually shuts down the computer system. Normally,
systems equipped with an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) proceed to back users out
and cleanly execute shutdown procedures after the main power lines fail; however, even
these systems may not continue to operate when a general power failure occurs.
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Power failures at eith,,r end of the communication line can cause the modern to fail
and lose the communication line even if the telephone system is powered separately and
the line continues to work. Power failures at any of the switching stations also may
cause line loss.

Power failures on the microcomputer side will be easily observable by the user and
a restart of operations will be indicated (some automatic procedures may be programmed
to restart cleanly after a local power failure). If the power failure occurs at any other
location in the system, the program may not recover easily and the characteristics of the
failure will be identical to those of a dropped telephone line.

Mainframe Failures

Failure of the mainframe system is another unpredictable event for application-
specific communication programs. There are several ways that the mainframe system
can fail. Most mainframe systems consist of a number of separate hardware components
and peripherals, all of which may fail, resultir7 in the total failure of the mainframe
system. In addition, since mainframe systems are typically multiuser, failures can be
induced by other users since the operating system is complex on such systems. User
software is another point of failure.

If failures occur on the mainframe system, depending on their location and the
status of the user software on the microcomputer system at the time, the f9ilure may be
similar to that ca~ised bv random line loss or power failure.

The most insidious type of mainframe problem for the microcomputer programmer
is the software failure. If the computer system stops sending expected information that
is being used to trigger operations, it is possible for the user program to become "lost on
the mainframe." For example, on one mainframe system, management will occasionally
force all users through a different log-in sequence to bring attention to system an-
nouncements. Although this process may not be seen as a failure, it is possible that the
sequence is neither anticipated by the user nor does it contain triggering words that
cause program actions. As a result of this small change, anticipated information is not
received and the program may hang up, abort, or loop infinitely.

Solutions

To counter unanticipated problems, programs that must guarantee the accuracy of
transferred data use special protocols that test the data at each end using checksums and
error correction algorithms to be sure that the data sent is identical to that received.
Parity bits in each character may be used on some systems to indicate the occurrence of
a bad transfer.

Communications with a mainframe system may provide correction codes, parity,
and checksums compatible with microcomputer-based communication programs. As a
result, a programmer can assure users that data transferred is correct. However, the
setup sequences for data transfers such as mainframe program startup and log-in are not
typically protected by the use of checksums, and rarely is a technique provided for the
automatic correction of data sent from the mainframe as part of the operating system's
user interface.

The programmer for an application-specific communication package must contend
with the possibility that line errors on the telephone line will change data to a form that
is not predictable or that the mainframe may even drop the line at unexpected times.
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Protection against this type of problem requires that the programmer automatically
track the progress of the communication program. For example, if programs are expect-
ing feedback from the mainframe in a particular form, that form may never appear as a
result of the line noise. If the programmer incorporates a "wait loop" to continually
check all input for the existence of a particular phrase, the program may become caught
in that loop until it is terminated manually.

Loss of a communications line, power or system operation on the mainframe side,
or a "standard" session on the mainframe side all result in the same basic situation. The
computer at the other end no longer responds to the microcomputer program. It is
important for the application to detect this condition and act on it.

Software should be protected by the incorporation of time-out or count-out se-
quences that terminate the program after a reasonable number of attempts. The pro-
grammer can continue to cover the situation by providing a feature that tries to execute
an operation repeatedly after timed intervals, and then eventually issuing a report to the
user that the program has failed and must be restarted later. Since line noise is not
predictable and may occur in the middle of a process, it will be necessary to make the
user always restart a process at the beginning or to provide "restart" options. Restart
operations typically back up the programmed process to the last recorded successful
operation and restart at that point. The record of program progress is written to a disk
at the local system.

If communication software supports special "interrupt" actions on specific events,
it may be possible for the programmer to execute code that reconnects and restarts
operations after the line is lost for any reason. Similarly, time-out interrupt sequences
can protect application programs from long waits for system response after mainframe
system failures. If an interrupt is not provided, some type of timer sequence should be
incorporated to protect against excessive nonproductive connect time due to unantici-
pated errors.

Recovery Mechanisms

In a distributive processing communications system, it may be necessary to transfer
one or more files in a single session. The reliability of the communications medium
directly affects the probability that errors will occur during transmission. Time and file
size are also factors in the error probability formula. The probability of encountering
unrecoverable errors, such as losing the communications line, increases proportionally
with the time and size of the file. Since unpredictable communications errors are a fact
of life, recovery mechanisms must be built into transparent systems. Since there is no
point in retransferring files that have already been transferred successfully, a recovery
mechanism must record the success or failure of each file transmission and then, on the
next restart of the system, transfer only those which have failed.

Recovery mechanisms can be difficult to design and incorporate. The key to a
successful recovery scheme is anticipating all possible errors. This task is highly chal-
lenging. To recover, the system must recognize all possible results of the error that
occurred. Some errors are difficult to reproduce, making it hard to determine the varia-
tions in responses.

The severity of the error also influences the design of the mechanism. Some errors
affect the status of only a single file, while others, such as line loss, terminate the
process completely. The recovery mechanism needs to solve both types of problem.
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Below is an example recovery mechanism for an update distribution system de-
signed to function in conjunction with the Ontyme mail system via Tymnet.

Say that a list of all files to be downloaded (download queue) is created on the
micro by comparing micro and Ontyme version numbers associated with each module.
After each file is transmitted, its status is checked for success or failure. The micro
maintains a list file of all unsuccessful transmissions (Figure 11). At the end of the
process, the user is informed that errors have occurred and the target program has not
been completely updated. The next time the system is invoked, the list file is checked
for entries. If they exist, these are added at the beginning of the download queue when
the new list is created. The process begins again.

If a nonrecoverable interruption occurs, such as line loss or the user aborting the
transmission, the system transfers all remaining file entries from the download queue to
the failed file list for recovery next time.

There are other ways errors can be recovered; this is a single example of such a
procedure. The mechanism used will aepend greatly on the system and its purpose.

Prepackaged Programs/Application-Specific Programs

General communications programs, such as Crosstalk, Smartcom, Procomm, and
Smartterm, offer the user a varied set of features. Many of these are highly user-
friendly and easy to learn, but some are not. There are both advantages and disadvan-
tages to using general communications programs. The main advantage is that the pro-
gram functions are available to the user in any sequence at all times. For example, a
user may wish to run a mainframe program as well as check mail in a single session.
However, the user is responsible for entering all commands to control both mainframe
and microcomputer. Transferring a single file requires access rights to the appropriate
storage areas on both machines. This option may or may not be available to an

Successful Transfer

Failed Transfer

Figure 11. Recovery mechanism.
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individual user. The PAX system, for example, restricts users to specific areas. To use a

prewritten program for file transmission, the user must know:

" The logon procedure

* How to access the appropriate mainframe storage area

* Which file transfer protocols are available on the mainframe

" How to start the chosen protocol

" Which files need to be uploaded/downloaded

* Where the files are located

* The targeted storage location

" What to do if an error occurs.

Many of the better communications packages offer a scripting (or macro) language
to help automate some simple exchanges between mainframe and micro. A common use
for this scripting is the logon procedure, in which the commands that will be needed to
start the system are stored in sequence in a script file for later use. Often, creating a
script is like writing a small program. In addition, the scripting is seldom extensive
enough to handle complicated tasks. Error recovery mechanisms and multiple files with
variable names would be beyond the capability of most scripting programs.
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3 DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS-SPECIFIC TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATIONS

After studying all the equipment and configurations available for creating tran-
sparent communications systems, it was decided to develop applications-specific soft-
ware to transfer files exclusively from the Civil Works management system, ABS, and
the Army-wide program, ECONPACK. Application-specific programs are written for the
sole purpose of updating a specified set of program files or moving data from one
machine to another. They can provide the user with a completely transparent system.

Adhering to the OSI Model

A good application-specific communications system will adhere to the OSI model.
The system will span levels five (Session) through seven (Application) of the model.
Although the system may be specific to a single application, it should not be tied to a
single mainframe system. The way to avoid this limitation is to make the system modu-
lar. The user interface is a module that can be constant to any mainframe. In contrast,
the command module to control the mainframe will vary according to the system used.
Figure 12 shows the Main Menu for the ABS. Each option represents a separate module
that is executed independently from the others.

Automated Budgeting Distribution System

The ABS is a compiled dBase Ill-Plus program designed to assist in the budgeting
process for Civil Works projects. The program, used by 40 Civil Works districts nation-

wide, provides calculations and reports required by Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (HQUSACE). Appendix A contains examples of the screens used to enter and
check data needed by the districts. These menus are accessed through the editor module
of the system.

MICRO ABS

~EU
OPT IONS:

EDITOR MENU
REPORT MENU
UTILITIES MENU
ONTYME COMMUNICAT IONS
HARRIS COMMUNICATIONS
BACKUP SYSTEM
EXIT TO DOS

Enter your selection:

Figure 12. System modules for the Automated Budgeting System.
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During program development, the need for a mechanism to send updates to users
became increasingly apparent. The cost for manpower, disk media, and mailing charges
was potentially very high. The solution to be developed, an electronic distribution sys-
tem, was named the Automated Budgeting Distribution System (ABDS).

PC System Specifications

The first consideration was to determine the mainframe configuration model.
Since all users already had access to Ontyme, it was selected. Ontyme is an IBM main-
frame located in Dallas, TX. It is accessed through a worldwide broadband network
known as Tymnet and administered by McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Once the main-
frame configuration model was determined, the program design could begin to take
shape. Mantra, a forth generation communications language created by McDonnell
Douglas,* was chosen for its ability to easily handle thc communications aspects of the
system. X.PC and Xmodem were the file transfer protocols available for use on On-
tyme. The other program specifications were:

* DOS Level: 2.0 and up.

9 Hardware: IBM-compatible PC with minimum 640K random access memory
(RAM), hard disk, and either Hayes-compatible modem or serial port for com-
munications.

There are two sets of users for the ABDS, the user in the field and the distribution
administrators. A detailed model was developed to describe the two related system
functions. The user function has only one feature--downloading new program updates.
Figure 13 shows the model of the user function. The administrative function has several
features:

* Upload to Ontyme (Figure 14)

o Download from Ontyme (same as user function)

* Update distribution list

* View distribution list

e Edit user Id list.

Connection

Since ABDS is a communications system, the first operation performed is making
the link with Ontyme. Before the actual link can be made, it is necessary to establish
the communications parameters including modem type, port, baud rate, parity, duplex,
and telephone number. Appendix B contains the documentation describing how to do this
procedure. Once established, they need not be set again unless the hardware changes.

*Mantra can be obtained by contacting the sales representative at McDonnell Douglas
Information Systems Group, Suite 200, 2070 Chain Bridge Road, Vienna, VA 22180;
telephone (703) 734-0088.
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Communications Menu

Failed Communications
Connect Setup

* Success Modem Type
Failed I Baud Rate

Error Message Log Into OntymeParity
, ; Duplex

• Success , If Hayes

Disconnect Read Ontyme Version

Download Abs.Systemn [ Compare PC Version #

• , PC=

)I1 Prompt for New Version#

[Admin Queues New Files

Read Queue

I Oo iFailed

EOF Upload File Record in Fail.Lst

* Success

RecordFin Suess.Lst Increment Fail Counter

Send User Message F Create Abs.Sys

Chcck Fail Counter Upload Abs.Sys

T Error Checks
Log Out Update Ontyme Version # Line Loss

og OutHost Errors
1 User Abort

Disconnect Update PC Version #

Figure 14. ABDS administrative function upload feature.
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The Tymnet Engine is a gateway into the Tymnet Network. There are three meth-

ods of access to Tymnet (Figure 15):

" Telephone modem

" LAN or data switch

" Hardwired directly into Tymnet.

Modem Option. ABDS was designed to use a Hayes-compatible modem. The mo-
dem commands take the form of the Hayes AT command set.

Network Option. Many networks and data switches are in use by the Civil Works
districts. Automating the command sequence is impossible without having access to each
of the various network configurations. The ABDS, therefore, provides the user with a
"Watch Me" mode when the access method is network. The Watch Me mode acts as an
action recorder. After the user teaches the computer the sequence to access Ontyme, it
is played back automatically each time the user accesses ABDS through the network.

Hardwire Option. Very few sites have a Tymnet Engine available for direct wiring.

Updates

ABDS tracks the files updated. Downloading an entire dBase system every time a
small change is made to the code would waste both time and money. In addition, the
longer it takes to download a file, the higher the probability of failure. ABDS, therefore,

Telephone Modem.
Local Area Network or Data Switch.
Hardwired Directly into Tymnet.

{Tyron, Engin Ty-ne Engi

Tymnet

Tymne Engne .Tymnet Engine

Local Area
Network

Figure 15. Methods of Ontyme access.
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transfers only those files which have been changed since the last user update. A complex
scheme of version and release numbers was devised to accomplish this task.

Each program module has an associated version number (version.release). All
necessary information about each updated module (file name, size, date crcated, direct-
ory location, and version number) is stored in the ASCII file ABS.SYS (Table 1).

In addition to information stored about the individual modules of the program,
ABDS stores data about the program as a whole. The ASCII file ABS.VSN records district
ID, user last name, and system version number. The files ABS.SYS and ABS.VSN are
critical to the upload, download, and tracking aspects of ABDS.

Downloading Program Updates

When the download feature is selected by the user or administrator and connection
to Ontyme is achieved, the Ontyme version number is compared with the version.release
number stored in ABS.VSN. If the Ontyme version or release number is higher than the
PC version or release number, ABS.SYS, stored on Ontyme, is downloaded. The download
queue is built by comparing the system version.release number to the number associated
with each module stored in the ABS.SYS file. The system then begins to download the
updated modules and stores them in the appropriate subdirectories on the PC. Files are
transferred using Xmodem protocol (layered over X.PC protocol for users with telephone
modems).

Uploading New Program Updates

It is the system administrator's responsibility to place the new program updates on
Ontyme for users to retrieve. The upload feature on the administrator's menu provides
this capability. Its function is similar to the download feature described above. Once
connection is acheived, the version.release numbers are compared. If the Ontyme num-
bers are higher than the PC numbers, ABS.SYS is downloaded. Since it is possible for
updates to be made from more than one PC, it is very important that the administrative
system work with the most up-to-date system files. The system then displays the old
version.release number and prompts the administrator for the new number. The adminis-
trator builds the upload queue by either entering or selecting the file name and directory
for each module. Once the queue is complete, the system takes over, uploading

Table 1

Example ot Storage File (ABS.SYS) Content

File Name Size Date Directory Version

SETUP 74 1-05-88 \ABS\COM V02.02
BAUD 30 6-03-88 \ABS\COM V02.01
COMLINE 23 6-03-88 \ABS\COM V0 .11
DISTRICT.TBL 651 1-05-88 \ABS\COM V02.02
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each file and storing it on Ontyme. The final steps are to update the system file
(ABS.SYS) to reflect the new version.release numbers, upload it to Ontyme, update the
Ontyme and PC system version.release numbers, and notify users of the update. As in
the download feature, file transfer is via Xmodem protocol (layered over X.PC protocol
for telephcnc moderns).

File Recovery Mechanism

When dealing with file transmission, there is always a possibility that the file will
not reach its destination intact. Using error-checking protocols such as Xmodem and
X.PC ensures that the packet is retransmitted when errors occur. There are times,
however, that the packet cannot be transmitted successfully. Any error-checking proto-
col has a limit to the number of retransmissions it will perform. The communications
system therefore must provide a safety net to catch files that fail. Recovery mechan-
isms must cover all possible failures, from line loss and user abort to single file failure.

The ABDS records all failed files in a temporary listing file and uses a counter to
keep track of them. When the transmission process (uploading or downloading) is com-
plete, the counter is checked. If it is higher than zero, the temporary file is renamed to
indicate a failed condition and the user is issued a message reflecting the failure. Next
time the system is run, the files recorded in the failed file listing are added to the begin-
ning of the new transmission queue. The process is repeated until all modules have been
transferred successfully.

Tracking Users

In a system such as ABDS, it is important that all users have the most up-to-date
modules to process their data. For the administrators monitoring the project, it is im-
portant to know which districts are not maintaining their systems. To handle these
functions, a tracking report was implemented in ABDS.

ECONPACK Data File Transfer System

ECONPACK is a mainframe/micro economic analysis package developed by
USACERL. It is an example of a system that uses distributive processing; the mivro
version of the system parallels the mainframe version. This configuration allows the user
a choice of operating environments. The data, however, must still be submitted to the
mainframe for upward reporting. To provide the micro user with a painless method to
transfer the data files, a transparent communications system specific to ECONPACK
was developed. It is called the ECONPACK Communications System.

PC System Specifications

As in the ABDS, the first consideration was the mainframe configuration model.
Since the mainframe version of the system resides on Tymshare, an IBM machine located
on the east coast with access by all users, this model was the only logical choice. Tym-
share is the host mainframe for the PAX system, which supports several widely used
applications.
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System specifications are:

e Language: Mantra

& File transfer protocol: Mate

e DOS Level: 2.0 and up

* Hardware: IBM-compatible PC with minimum 640K RAM, hard disk, and either
Hayes-compatibie modem or serial port for communications.

The ECONPACK Communications System functions much like ABDS. Therefore,
the programming concerns and design resemble those of ABDS. ECONPACK, however,
does not have the updating feature, but involves mainly uploading and downloading data
files.

Connection

The first step in any communications system is to link the two machines. The
communications parameters modem type, port, baud rate, parity, duplex, and telephone
number must be established and stored. This step need be done only once unless the
hardware changes.

Access to Tymnet is by the same three options described earlier (modem, network,
or direct hardwiring). Upon connection to the Tymnet Engine, a prompt is displayed:
"Please log in:". Since Tymnet supports several hosts, the login sequence entered deter-
mines packet destination and the host accessed (Figure 16).

Modem Option

Because the ECONPACK Communications System is used worldwide, variations
between telephone services offered in different countries had to be considered. For
example, in Europe, the format of telephone numbers is quite different than in the
United States. The U.S. number format is uniform, having an area code (3), Exchange (3),
and Number (4) in the sequence XXX - XXX - XXXX. No matter what destination is
being dialed, the format is the same. In Europe, however, the format varies by county,
city, and country. The general number format is country code (1 or 2), city code (I or 2),
exchange/number (6 or 7) in the sequence XX - XX - XXXXXXX. The programming
difficulty arises due to the variable number of digits in each coce. The program must
provide for the maximum number of digits to accommodate these differences.

In addition to communications line and access differences, some countries have
q'Lrict regulations on data communications equipment. For example, in West Germany,
only Bundestpost-approved modems can be used legally over the telephone lines. Many of
these modems are manual-dial type, making completely transparent communications
impossibile.

PAX Menus

Once the user is logged into PAX, the program must deal with the PAX menu
system. The PAX menu includes variable series of announcements and messages followed
by the user menu. The menu also varies among users. Designing for an automated sys-
tem to pass through this maze is a difficult process. One solution is to bypass the
menu system completely. Because the system is unattended, bypassing the menu system
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does not detract from user functionality. To incorporate this feature, USACERL created
a special project code in conjunction with the USACE Huntsville Division and McDonnell
Douglas. This project code, embedded in the program, is entered into the PAX system
during the logon sequence. This step starts an EXEC(ute) process that bypasses the
menuing system and links the user with the appropriate disk and program areas. The
system is now at command level and is ready to begin the requested file transfer.

File Transfer

Data files are uploaded and downloaded using the Xmodem protocol. If data files
are ASCII text, transfer time and disk space can be reduced by using a compression
routine before transmission. However, ECONPACK does not use compression due to the
lack of a corresponding expansion routine on the mainframe.

Recovery Mechanisms

Normally, transparent communications systems require extensive recovery mechan-
isms to handle problems such as line loss, mainframe failures, and line noise. However,
since ECONPACK transfers only one file per connection, there is no need for such a
complex recovery system. When a problem occurs, the user need only restart the system
to recover the file.

PC On t me

Modem

Tynmet Engine Tymnet Engin

Tymnet

Tymnet Engine Engin ITymnet Enginel

i getwork 1L

- ymsharc

Figure 16. Methods of accessing PAX.
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4 CONCLUSION

Transparent communications systems have been developed for transferring data

from PC to mainframe in the Civil Works automated management system ABS and in the
Army-wide system ECONPACK. The ABDS is a distribution (or update) system that
allows uploading by system administrators and downloading from the field. The
ECONPACK Communications System allows data transfer of single files to or from the
mainframe.

File updating and transfer via transparent communications saves considerable
money and time by completing the operations automatically with very little user inter-
vention. Previous methods of completing these functions included mailing updates to
users on floppy disks and logging onto the mainframe to transfer files using complex
programming procedures.

It is possible that distributive processing systems like those developed in this study

could evolve into a stand-alone package capable of transferring all types of information
in a variety of environments. Extensive research would be needed to configure such a
system, but the potential impact on mainframe data transfer is great both in Government
and industry.
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APPENDIX A:

EXAMPLE SCREENS FROM THE ABS EDITOR MODULE
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APPENDIX H:

ONTYME COMMUNICATIONS INITIALIZATION FOR ABDS

Updates to the Micro Automated Budget System (ABS) are distributed electronically, via Ontyme.
When a program or file is changed, it is uploaded to Ontyme by HQUSACE or USACERL. The
district users will receive an Ontyme mail message saying that an update of the system is available
instructing them to select the Ontyme Communications option on the Micro ABS Main Menu to
download the file(s). (Note: It is required that the Micro ABS Master PC be connected to a
network/dataswitch or modem for using this procedure.) This handout provides documentation on
initially setting up the parameters used for connecting to Ontyme and downloading an update.

The first time you select the Ontyme Communications option, you will be prompted for your three
letter district id and last name. This information is stored on the PC and Ontyme, and is important
for tracking what update version each district has at any given time. The following screen is then
displayed.

ABS ONTYME COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Date: 02-22-88 Time: 13:28:28

Ontyme User Menu

0. Ontyme Access

R. Return to Menu
X. Exit to DOS

Select Option [

<Aft> H - Help
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Before option 1 is selected for the first time, it is suggested that you type <AIt> S to initiate a Setup
menu, as shown below:

ABS ONTYME COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Datu. 02-22-S,; Time: 13:28:28

Setup Menu
New Setup
Modem Type
Bomline
Baud Rate
Parity
Duplex
PhoneNumber

Use Arrow Keys To Move To Selection .......... Return Accepts.

<Aft> H = Help

If you select New Setup, you will be shown a list of options for each of the parameters displayed

and asked to select the correct one for your machine. The default parameters are:

Network Modem

communications line 1 communications line 2
baud rate 4800 baud rate 1200
parity even parity even
phone - none phone - 0

Once the parameters have been set, they will remain for later use, unless you choose to change
them. Note: The parameters may be changed from the Ontyme Communication Menu by typing
<Alt>S. This procedure will place you in the setup routine described above.

The options for the parameters are listed below:

Modem Type Network, Hayes Smart Modem
Comline Comlinel, Comline2
Baud Rate 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600
Parity Space, Mark, Even, Odd, None
Duplex Full, Half
Phone Number New Number, Delete Number Only necessary of using a modem,

user adds numbers to list)

Note: When entering a phone number, the following prompt will be displayed: 0-0-000-000-0000.
This allows for a 9 and a 1, if necessary. You should always enter the number right justified, for
example: 0-0-009-356-1234.
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DOWNLOADING

After proceeding through setup, you should select Ontyme Access in order to log onto Ontyme. At
this point, the program is similar to other communications packages and you should follow the usual
steps for connecting Ontyme. If connection is not made and you have trouble getting to Ontyme,
double check the setup parameters by typing <AIt> S.

Once the message please log in: appears, instead of entering a logon, type <AIt> C. The program
will continue to duiomatica;;y ;og on to Ontyme under a specific id -rid dowrload all program updates
available since the last time you updated your system. If no updates are available, a message will
be displayed and you will be logged out.

ABS ONTYME COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Date: 02-22-88 Time: 13:28:28

Reading Onyme Version .,Window A

Operation Complete
No New Updates Available At This Time

Press Any Key To Continue

:read abs.version d
Version 02.00 Window B

While you are logged onto Ontyme receiving updates, messages will be displayed in Window A, for
information. Window B will echo the commands issued and Ontyme responses. In general, you can
disregard any messages displayed in Window B.

K__
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ABS ONTYME COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Date: 02-22-88 Time: 13:?8:28

Help Menu !

Aft-Key Function

At-D Disconnects Modem
Alt-L Auto Logon
Alt-M Returns To Main Menu
At-S Set-Up Menu
Aft-W Watch Me Logon
Aft-X Exit Program

Press Any Key To Continue

There is a help screen available to you at most places in the system by typing <Alt> H. It lists the

special keys and their uses.

KEY USE

Alt-D Disconnects network and modem after connection has been achieved. It "C prompted
for by the system when it is appropriate.

Alt-H Help screen. This key combination will display a help screen and is available at
most places in the system.

Alt-L Auto-Logon. Alt-L will automatically sign the user onto the appropriate rost computer.
May be invoked anytime the user must sign onto a host system, once A!(-W has
recorded the logon sequence once.

Alt-M Menu return. Alt-M returns the user to the Main Menu.

Alt-S Setup Menu. This key combination can be used only from the Main Menu. It is
used to bring up the Setup Menu. The setup routine is used to alter the
communications parameters of the system.

Alt-W Watch Me. This mode may be invoked when the user is signing onto a host
computer system. It will "learn" the logon procedure and store it for later use, to be
recalled using <Alt> L.

Alt-X Exit. Press Alt-X at most times to exit the system.

mo
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